
Geocacher - BINGO!
  

Fill a row to claim BINGO!
sign or initial in the squares.

Has more
than 1000

Has cached 
by

motorcycle

Has a TB
decal on

their vehicle

This is their Has cached
in more than
5 provinces

Has logged
more than 50
caches in a 

day

Has found a
cache without 

using a GPS

Used a boat

cache

Has 
completed a

Challenge
Cache

OB I N G G

Came to this
event from 

another
province

Caches
with a 

dog

Has got a 
vehicle stuck
while caching

Has hidden
more than 
20 caches

Has been
caching since

2001

Owns a
Magellan

Has been
questioned

by authorities
while caching

Hiked more
than 5 km
for a cache

Has cached
in a foreign

country

Owns more
than 3 GPS’s

Has found an
A.P.E. Cache

Has skipped
work to a

cache

Has less than Has been
caching for
less than 

a year

Found a
5/5 cache

F R E E
SPACE
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